
























Michel Gomez & Ashley Huizinga – Staff Writers
In the early morning of Jan. 23, 2016, 
thousands of people stood in a freezing line for 
hours outside the BJ Haan auditorium in order 
to hear the candidate speak. 
But not everyone came to show support 
or interest in the candidate and his policies. 
A small group of Dordt students, the Sioux 
County Democrats, local church members and 
other communities gathered together to voice 
their concerns about Trump’s agenda in a silent 
protest.
The protest began at 6:00 a.m., when Dordt 
senior Erica Hughes took a stand outside the 
auditorium with signs reading “Perfect love 
casts out fear” and “Only love is credible.” 
Throughout the morning, she was joined by 
others, all standing in silence outside of the BJ 
Haan, ready to talk to anyone who would be 
interested in asking questions.  
The protestors experienced no violent 
reactions to their silent protest, but not everyone 
at the rally agreed with their position. At first, 
the security was not sure of the intent of the 
protesters and attempted to make them leave 
on behalf of the Secret Service, but “it was a 
miscommunication,” said Kim Van Es, a local 
from Sioux County and a fellow protester.
“We’ve received a lot of sarcastic remarks and 
even been asked to buy pens – no violence, but 
passive-aggressive hostility,” Hughes said.
Surprisingly, the protesters didn’t stand 
Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
Very few people can say they built a bridge 
over Christmas break. Even fewer can say that 
they built a bridge on the other side of the world 
in a mere 8 days of work.
On Dec. 31, 2015, a group of Dordt students, 
with the aid of Harbel, Liberia residents and 
several Sioux County businesses, completed 
work on a 53 ft. long bridge across a creek in 
Grand Bassa County, Liberia.
Designed by Austin Lindemulder, Peter 
Hoelsema, Eric Fedders, and Kyle Vander Zee 
for their senior design project, this bridge will 
ease the transport of supplies and produce from 
the local 18-acre farm the town of Harbel and 
One Body One Hope (OBOH).
The inspiration for this project came last 
January when Lindemulder visited Liberia on 
an AMOR trip. Aaron Baart, Dordt dean of 
chapel and co-founder and president of OBOH, 
and Lindemulder discussed the developments 
Harbel hoped to make to the farm.
The farmers hope to expand the farm to provide 
rice, corn, and okra to the local churches and, as 
the farm grows, sell the goods in the market. 
The creek makes travel to and from the farm 
difficult. The only way to access the farm’s rice 
mill was a bamboo footbridge which workers 
navigated while carrying heavy bags of rice.
As an engineering student, the solution 
became clear: build a bridge.
“We got talking about building a bridge and 
as an engineering student, the idea hatched of 
making it a senior design project, Lindemulder 
said. The goal of this project was to offer 
vehicle access to the farm so food can be easily 
exported to the church and to the market.
Continued on page 2 
Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer
Seeking to recover from his controversial 
convocation at Liberty University on Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day, Republican presidential 
front-runner Donald Trump reached out to 
another strategic group of evangelicals Saturday 
morning at Dordt College.
Introduced with a prayer that began with 
“Thank you for Donald Trump” and went on 
to mention Trump more times than God, the 
billionaire businessman weighted the front end 
of his speech with his thoughts on Christianity: 
“I’m a true believer. Is everybody a true 
believer in this room?” The overflow crowd 
at the school’s B.J. Haan Auditorium cheered 
loudly in response to his question.
Saying Christianity is “under tremendous 
siege” and “losing power,” Trump, who 
describes himself as a Presbyterian, assured 
those in attendance that if he were elected, 
Christians would have plenty of power: “You 
will be very, very well represented.”
Other than promising that the nation will 
say “Merry Christmas” under a Trump 
administration, Trump did not offer other 
details on how he’d protect the religious liberty 
of believers.
Sioux Center is a proven conservative political 
stronghold in the state—voting more than 80 
percent Republican in the last presidential 
election. Other GOP candidates have made 
visits to the area in recent months, with Sens. 
Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz holding rallies in 
the past two weeks at the college, hoping to lock 
in the area’s undecided caucus-goers.
But Trump pivoted away from his faith soon 
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Trump holds political rally on Dordt’s campus
Love “Trumps” hate at Saturday rally
Trump delivers a point on stage at the BJ Haan Auditorium on Saturday.
Silent protesters line the sidewalk outside of the BJ Haan Auditorium during Trump’s speech on 
Saturday.
outside for hours in the cold to contest Trump’s 
presence at Dordt. They were also not interested 
in promoting any political agenda. 
“I am very concerned with his rhetoric. I just 
want people to hopefully give a second thought 
to why they’re supporting Trump,” Van Es said. 
“I’m here because I’m speaking for those who 
can’t speak for themselves. [Trump] disregards 
the American ideal of freedom of speech by 
always meeting the opposition with hostility, 
Who: Any American citizen over the 
age of 18
What: The caucus is a primary election 
that decides who will represent the 
respective parties in the United States 
Presidential Election. Come register, 
receive a ballot, listen to or give a speech 
in support of a certain candidate, and 
vote! Republicans vote in a secret ballot 
format, democrats sway support through 
further speeches.
Where: Republican Caucuses – BJ Haan 
Auditorium; Democratic Caucuses – All-
Season’s Center
When: 7:00 PM – Monday, Feb. 1
Why: The caucus strongly affects the 
eventual candidates for the President 
of the United States. Let your voice be 
heard through your vote!
There is no requirement for registration 
to vote in the caucuses. Come to your 
caucus site and join the political process!
Caucus 
information
after he began today’s speech and did not delve 
into the Bible like he did at Liberty, when his 
quoting of a verse led to some derision for 
calling Second Corinthians “Two Corinthians.”
Instead, he covered a variety of topics 
using a freewheeling style that showed little 
organization and very little dependence on notes. 
He spent most of his time on stage bashing an 
array of people, including his own supporters: 
“They say I have the most loyal people. I could 
stand in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot 
somebody and I wouldn’t lose any voters, OK?”
The muffled laughter in response didn’t match 
his expectations, with some in the audience 
shaking their heads in disbelief.
Trump also took shots at members of the 
media, calling them “horrible people.” He 
singled out political commentator Glenn Beck, 
who endorsed Cruz earlier today, calling him 
“a stone-cold loser.” As for those currently 
running the country, they were “stupid” and 
“do-nothing” politicians who have been “living 
off the trough” of big government. “And where 
have they taken you?” Trump asked. “Maybe 
Continued on page 4 
and I can’t agree to that, to his lack of respect 
for the minorities,” Hughes said. 
Whether one agrees or disagrees with the 
actions of the protesters, their silence spoke 
volumes. Trump may have had his fair share of 
support at Saturday’s rally, but he didn’t come 
to Dordt College uncontested. It appears, in 




Abigael Olson – Staff Writer
Imagine a small bar the size of a matchstick. 
This bar, once injected into the upper arm, 
releases a slow trickle of hormones into the 
bloodstream. These hormones effectively 
halt ovulation—and thus, pregnancy—for 
up to three years. It’s not science fiction, it’s 
Nexplanon: the under-skin implant that may 
change how women approach birth control.
Whether national stats for sexual activity 
and contraceptive use among college-aged 
students hold true at Dordt may be a debatable 
question. For the average U.S. college student, 
contraceptive use is a concern, and it’s one that 
deserves a platform. As 18 to 23 year olds, we 
are in the population most at-risk for unintended 
pregnancy, and therefore the population most 
at-need for effective contraception. 
The most typical options for contraception 
among college students are the Pill and/or 
male condoms. Yet, there is another option—a 
group of contraceptives known as long-acting 
reversible contraceptives, or LARCs.
LARCs such as under-skin implants like 
Nexplanon and intrauterine devices (IUDs) 
are a method of birth control that is becoming 
increasingly popular. In 2015, out of all women 
using contraceptives, 12% used LARCs, which 
is a sharp increase from only 2% of women in 
2002, according to a recent report in the Journal 
of Obstetrics & Gynecology.
Why are LARCs becoming more common? 
Because they are more effective at preventing 
unwanted pregnancy—up to 20 times more 
effective, according to a Guttmacher Institute 
report on contraceptive use in the U.S. 
Because of incorrect or inconsistent use, the 
actual effectiveness of the Pill is near 90%, 
despite its theoretical effectiveness of 99.7%. 
Nexplanon and IUDs are “fool-proof” in 
this sense. Once they are implanted, the user 
can’t misuse the contraceptive. The observed 
effectiveness of LARCs thus reaches 99.95%.
This increased, near-perfect effectiveness has 
not been well communicated by doctors. “When 
a woman tells her ob-gyn she wants to go on 
birth control, most doctors offer the Pill right 
off the bat,” Dr. Jeffery Peipert, professor of 
obstetrics and gynecology, said in an interview 
conducted by CNN Health. “That needs to 
change. If there were a drug for cancer that was 
20 times more effective, we would recommend 
Janelle Cammenga – Staff Writer
A large mass of students returned to campus 
after Christmas break, but much fewer returned 
to their jobs at the Commons. Dordt Dining lost 
20 workers over Christmas break and 5 more in 
the first two weeks of classes. 
The Commons typically loses 7 to 10 students 
between semesters, but this year’s number is 
more than double the norm. In regard to the 
sudden drop in employees, catering supervisor 
and student employee coordinator Jenn Vander 
Broek said, “We have not made any changes 
to the program; the available hours have been 
adjusted to better fit the class schedules.” 
She went on to say that the pay has actually 
increased over the past three years.
According to Vander Broek, common reasons 
for students dropping the Dordt Dining work 
study include finding a job with better pay and 
hours, finding a major-related work study, and 
disliking the quantity or type of work. Some 
students only quit the Commons for a semester 
and return to work when their course load is 
lighter. “We are very excited when they return,” 
Vander Broek said.
Freshman Evelyn Reinders recently dropped 
her Commons work study. She said, “The only 
Long-acting reversible contra-
ceptives as a viable option for 
birth control
Student employment numbers 
drop in commons
reason I dropped it was because I got asked by 
another work study, the bookstore, to work there 
over Christmas break because I live in town.” 
Sophomore Sydney Korn said, “It was just a 
big time commitment, and it wasn’t a good fit 
for me.” Both these responses line up with the 
reasons cited by Vander Broek.
Whatever the cause of the loss of workers, 
Dordt Dining is working to fix the problem. 
Food service director Keith Ashley stated that 
they are trying to find incentives to keep students 
working in dining services. “A number of ideas 
and suggestions are being discussed,” he said, 
“but no final decisions have been made.”
Vander Broek wished to share her appreciation 
for the students who still work at the Commons. 
“We have a great group of student employees. 
We all appreciate them more than they know,” 
she said. “The flow of the dining hall would not 
be possible without all of their hard work. They 
come to work with smiles on their faces. The 
dining hall can be as fun as they make it.”
The Commons has gained four workers since 
Christmas break. While this does not make 
up for the shortage, it is a step in the right 
direction. Dining workers will have to wait and 
see whether the incentives being discussed will 
help bring in and keep employees.
that first—and that’s what we should be doing 
for contraception, as well.”
Not only are LARCs the most effective birth 
control method, they have also shown to have 
other potential benefits to users, as reported by 
a 2012 review in Gynecological Endocrinology. 
In the observation of Nexplanon users, of those 
who had acne before treatment, nearly two-
thirds reported a reduction. Painful cramps were 
also diminished for 81% of Nexplanon users, 
with complete resolution in a majority of those 
cases.
Contraception is not cheap. While LARCs 
often include steeper up-front costs, the cost of 
a monthly prescription of the Pill over the same 
three-year period will be roughly equivalent. 
Registered Nurse Kristen Schuler of Sioux 
Center’s Promise Community Health Center 
says this of Nexplanon implants: “It’s a one-
time use and a one-time cost. It’s making a lot 
of sense for more and more women.” 
Dordt sophomore Renee Ewald, while she has 
never really considered contraceptive methods, 
had never heard of an implant or IUD. “I’ve 
only ever heard of the Pill,” Ewald said. “If the 
implants are more effective, why aren’t people 
using them?”
Ewald also thinks it’s important to be educated 
about contraceptives. “If you’re not prepared to 
have a child,” she said, “you shouldn’t have a 
child.”
As with any medication, side effects 
do exist. For Nexplanon users, the most 
common (presenting in 15% of users) is an 
altered—prolonged or intermittent—cycle 
of menstruation. However, the stigma of the 
dangers of IUDs and implants has shown to be 
incorrect. Women interested in considering their 
contraceptive options should consult a doctor. 
One Body One Hope install bridge in Liberia (cont.)
Continued from page 1 
“We started design work on the first day of 
classes last August and continued all the way 
up until December when we started getting 
materials together for the trip,” Lindemulder 
said.
Over Christmas break, the students who 
designed the bridge and three additional Dordt 
students, Monte De Kam, Kevin Steiger, and 
Mark Tiemersma, traveled to Harbel where they 
worked alongside local community members to 
build the bridge. The bridge construction was 
completed in 8 work days between Dec. 19 and 
Dec. 31 using materials donated by businesses 
in Sioux County and materials purchased 
locally in Liberia.
“God built this bridge, and we were only 
servants working for Him,” Lindemulder said. 
“We saw his hand so clearly in everything that 
happened, and the reason it went so smooth and 
fast was only because of Him. We are humbled 
that He considered us worthy of this task, and 
we praise God for everything that happened as 
a result. This bridge will be used to serve His 
kingdom in Liberia.”
Students display newly made bridge in Liberia, created with One Body One Hope.
Senior Alison Lammers attends Dordt’s commons, which has recently seen dwindling numbers of 
workers.




Meagan DeGraaf – Staff Writer
As spring rolls around, it is hard to forget the 
cold winter in the rearview mirror. Just a week 
ago, Dordt College saw some of its coldest 
temperatures in a while, with double digit 
negative temperatures for several days in a row. 
That kind of cold, in addition to the dark and 
dreary skies, is enough to ruin a good mood. 
Winter often leaves students tired and cold, 
but some have it worse than others. Some 
students are faced with depression during the 
season with little sunshine. 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) affects 
roughly 10% of the general population, but 
that percentage jumps to 15-20% for college 
students. SAD is a depressive disorder 
Eric Rowe – Staff Writer
For the past six years he studied the science of 
the human body and physical and mental health. 
Now, as Dordt’s discipleship coordinator in 
campus ministries, Alex Geleynse is concerned 
about spiritual health. 
Geleynse graduated from Dordt in May of 
2013 with a degree in exercise science and a 
minor in psychology. For the past two years, 
he has pursued his Master’s in occupational 
therapy at Midwestern University in Glendale, 
Arizona. 
The discipleship coordinator is a new position 
at Dordt. Geleynse will oversee campus Bible 
studies and small groups, facilitate AMOR and 
PLIA, and grow more opportunities for prayer 
on campus.
“The semester is going to be an exploratory 
and experiential time,” Geleynse said. “We 
are going to use our eyes and hears to listen 
to students to help us establish a vision for the 
future.”
Geleynse’s wife Brittany studied nursing at 
Dordt and currently works as a nurse. Brittany 
and Alex will be married four years this June, 
and they have a ten month old girl, Olivia.
Gloomy winter weather provokes mood-altering symptoms in students
Geleynse welcomed to Dordt as new discipleship mentor
Abigael Olson – Staff Writer
When students return from AMOR trips, 
they come back not only with new stamps on 
their passports, but also with new stories on 
their hearts. On Thursday, Jan. 21, Campus 
Ministries hosted an AMOR presentation night 
where these students were given an outlet to tell 
these stories.
While the vast majority of the crowd was 
made up of other presenters, the AMOR 
travelers found recounting memories of their 
trips to be a rewarding experience. 
The first thing attendees learned is that 
Lesotho is not pronounced like “Lesotho,” 
but rather “Lesutu.” The digital-media team 
under professor Mark Volkers traveled to this 
mountainous country within South Africa to 
film a documentary about shepherds. 
Dordt alumnus Mark Eekhoff, now known as 
“the White Shepherd,” hosted the Dordt team. 
Eekhoff has been living with and ministering to 
Lesotho shepherds for nearly two years.
The team spent time in the remote, isolated 
areas where only the shepherds live. Nathan 
Walter spoke of his experience staying overnight 
in the stone hut where Eekhoff lives. “It was not 
a very quality night’s sleep,” Walter said. 
When interacting with men who have 
reputations as criminals and rapists, Ellen 
Inggrid Dengah admitted feeling fearful at 
times. “I know now that fear shouldn’t stop us,” 
Dengah said.
Next, Dr. Robbin Eppinga and his team told 
of their trip to Tanzania. The team spent time 
Students share service experiences from AMOR
that affects the brain in the fall, winter and 
sometimes spring. It causes a lack of motivation 
and general sadness in those who experience it.
This disorder is actually a diagnosable form 
of temporary depression, so it can make the job 
of a student even more difficult. Since college 
students are already under a tremendous amount 
of stress, the risk of falling into this depression 
is higher. 
Females are also more likely to feel the effects 
of SAD: Women in their late teens and early 
twenties experience the symptoms of SAD 
more than other people.  
“It’s hard to admit to feeling depressed, but 
since it happens to so many people, I think it 
needs to be [discussed] more,” a freshman 
said. She explained that one of her friends had 
in orphanages, hospitals, schools, traditional 
villages and homes learning about the 
Tanzanian culture. A group of five students 
from Morningside College joined the 12 from 
Dordt. 
While observing three operations, the nursing 
and pre-medical students were able to get a 
glimpse of health care in the developing world. 
Jane Lee was shocked by the concern—or 
lack of—for sanitary measures. “A sanitary 
procedure there is wearing clean socks and 
sandals into the OR,” Lee said. “And the 
windows are open. Open.” 
A highlight for all seemed to be their two-day 
safari. “We saw lions,” said Eppinga, rubbing 
in the Lesotho’s team inability to do so on their 
safari.
Moving from East to West Africa, the Liberia 
team emphasized the ways they saw God 
working in Liberia. The main project of this 
AMOR team was installing a bridge to connect 
a local farm to the rest of civilization. The 
bridge was the culmination of a senior design 
project for four engineering majors. 
While the team had expected the actual 
installation to take weeks, two dozen Liberians 
greeted them at the bridge site—ready to work. 
The bridge was finished in a short eight days.
Austin Lindemulder said, “It was cool to see 
God’s timing in everything.” The team shared 
several stories about such timing. Kyle Vander 
Zee, speaking about an excavator the team had 
rented, said, “It broke down one of the days, and 
that was perfect.” 
For Mark Tiemersma, a great part about 
Junior Jane Lee checks her camera for a photo during her AMOR trip to Tanzania.
The most exciting part of returning to Dordt 
for Geleynse is seeing the life and energy on 
campus. He sees God’s faithfulness to grow 
people’s desire to seek him and wants to be a 
part of that life. 
 “I was the one being equipped,” Geleynse 
said. “Now God has given me the opportunity 
to equip. It’s a really neat thing to be a part of.”
Gelynse’s career path changed from 
occupational therapy and healthcare to a 
ministry position in the last six months to a year. 
Geleynse had a passion to minister to people 
even before he came to Dordt, but says that at 
that time, he was, “very practical.” 
The turnaround in his career has been building 
for the last five years or so, but it wasn’t until 
the beginning of last September. Gelyense 
listened to a speaker in church from Youth for 
Christ who talked about a summer camp. While 
hearing the testimony of the man, Geleynse had 
tears in his eyes and heard God saying to him, 
“Alex, I want you to pour my love into the lives 
of people and walk with them.” 
Geleynse reflected on the experience and 
knew that the Lord was confronting him to 
change direction. Though on human terms, the 
timing was frustrating as he was still finishing 
New discipleship mentor Geleynse poses for a 
photo in his new office.
his masters, Geleynse and his wife trusted that 
God’s timing is never wrong. 
“We found more peace in the unknown,” 
Geleynse said. “Than we ever found in the 
known.”
Though he turned from the career, Geleynse 
intends to finish his degree, by taking the 
NBCOT exam on January 30 to receive his 
licensure to practice occupational therapy. 
 “The Lord doesn’t waste anything,” Geleynse 
said. “Having it done and completed is of high 
importance to me and my wife.” 
Geleynse loves staying fit and active. At 
Dordt, he played soccer all four of his years. 
Geleynse enjoys playing the guitar and singing 
and was a member of Dordt’s concert choir. 
Geleynse served on Res Life for three out of 
his four years at Dordt as an RA, CDA, and 
LCA. Because current seniors were freshmen 
when he was a senior, Geleynse knows several 
from his time on the soccer team and from 
living in the LCA apartment in the dorms. 
Senior, Kyle Vander Zee played soccer with 
Geleynse before coming to Dordt and is excited 
for him to come back.
“When he was a senior on the soccer team, he 
was a leader,” Vander Zee said. “I am confident 
that he could fill a good role at Dordt.” 
During his first few weeks, Geleynse dealt 
with a lot of busy work and meetings. He 
is excited to get past people being able to 
recognize his face and listen to the stories of 
students and pour into their lives.
traveling is trying new and exotic food. “I got 
to eat groundhog, monitor lizard and bullfrog,” 
Tiemersma said. “It was alright.”
The night concluded with the Nicaragua team 
sharing about their effort to bring small, open-
source computers to Nicaraguan schools. 
Craig Disselkoen said the goal of the project 
was to “give the schools some ownership.” 
“It’s not just a project being done to them,” 
Disselkoen said. Bringing technology to these 
schools also opened up the discussion of how to 
integrate faith and technology.
A bout of food poisoning that struck four 
members put a little spin on their trip. Yet, 
the team spent much down time exploring 
Nicaragua—zip lining through the forest and 
“surfing” down a gravel volcano. 
“A couple of us wiped out,” senior Mark 
Dykstra said of the volcano surfing, “but no one 
got injured very badly.”
difficulty with SAD this past winter and she 
wanted to understand it more. 
Because the sky is darker in the winter, the 
body increases its production of melatonin, a 
sleep hormone. This increase in tiredness often 
brings a decrease in concentration or energy 
levels. Some people experience more mood 
swings and an increase in appetite as well. 
Other frequent symptoms for young adults 
include increased anxiety, frustration, irritability 
and more difficulty waking up in the morning 
than usual. 
“I’m always tired, but it gets even worse in the 
winter and I’m glad that’s not unusual,” said one 
sophomore who admits struggling with SAD. 
Students with SAD often attribute their lack 
of motivation to stress over work and finals, and 
it is difficult to determine what stress level is fit 
and what could potentially be unhealthy for a 
young adult. 
There are steps students can take to help 
alleviate the effects of SAD. Simple things 
like going outside for a little while or getting 
up earlier can help. Students who eat more 
healthily also feel better when their depression 
is minimal.
If you or someone you know is struggling 
with severe Seasonal Affective Disorder, it is 
important to find some of the easy treatments 
that can help alleviate the sadness. A doctor or 
psychologist can identify specific triggers and 
help minimize the effect of SAD.
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Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer
As crowds of Dordt students leave campus 
to begin their spring break, Dordt’s premises 
will be flooded with hundreds of new people. 
On March 3 and 4, Dordt College and Partners 
Worldwide will gather an international group of 
agriculturists, community developers, business 
people, college faculty, students and NGOs for 
an intensive Global Agriculture Summit (GAS) 
on Dordt’s campus.
Dordt students interested in learning about 
agriculture, business or feeding the hungry are 
strongly encouraged to stick around campus and 
participate in this conference before heading out 
for spring break. Until Feb. 1, Dordt students 
can register for the conference at a reduced rate.
The Summit will allow Christians engaged 
in agriculture to celebrate successes, address 
challenges and prepare to take action through 
agriculture to alleviate hunger and poverty 
in the world. Through the various keynote 
speakers, workshops, exhibits and shared 
meals, attendees will create connections as 
they discuss strategies to alleviate hunger and 
poverty.
An agriculture summit has been in the works 
since the success of Biblical Holism and 
Agriculture, a conference Dordt hosted in 2012. 
This conference was immensely successful, and 
Upcoming Global Ag Summit grows connections for flourishing 
communities
attendants were eager for Dordt to host another, 
similar event. 
In the spring of 2014, college president 
Erik Hoekstra, Partners Worldwide president 
Doug Seebeck, Kim and Bruce Dooyema, 
Dordt College provost Eric Forseth and 
agriculture area leader Gary De Vries met to 
discuss the possibility of Dordt and Partners 
Worldwide co-hosting a conference. Dordt and 
Partners Worldwide (PW) had co-sponsored a 
conference in 2000 for business leaders and, 
with the encouragement of Bruce Dooyema and 
his brother Kim Dooyema, the two institutions 
were interested in partnering again.
Kim Dooyema serves on the Dordt College 
Board of Trustees and works with the PW 
network in Mozambique. He and his brother 
shared a vision of a world without poverty 
where “all have life and have it abundantly” 
through agriculture. They imagined combining 
PW’s strategy with Dordt College’s agricultural 
resources and commitment to renewal in all 
areas of life. This idea sparked a conversation 
between Dordt College and PW leaders about 
how they could unite their resources in a global 
conference to develop a vision of a “renewed, 
flourishing world” through agriculture. 
Emeritus faculty Ron Vos, who coordinated 
the 2012 conference, is looking forward to the 
Global Agriculture Summit 2016.  
“I’m excited,” says Vos. “This conference is 
exactly something that Dordt should and can 
do. It is a natural product of Dordt’s mission.”
Dordt and PW hope that GAS will become 
a tradition, drawing more people each year 
it convenes. This year, the Summit hopes to 
welcome over 2,000 attendees with about 
600 people from outside of Dordt College 
and PW. GAS hopes to draw hundreds of 
farmers from states across the USA, including 
Minnesota, Nebraska, South Dakota, Indiana, 
Idaho, Montana, Texas, California, Wisconsin 
Trump holds political rally on Dordt’s campus (cont.)
Continued from page 1 
they are smart, but they are not streetwise. Our 
people are babies.”
On the day Iowa’s largest newspaper, The Des 
Moines Register, announced its endorsement 
of Rubio in the Republican race and Hillary 
Clinton in the Democratic contest, Trump 
focused his attention on Cruz, his biggest rival 
in the Iowa caucuses.
Trying to plant doubt in the minds of voters 
about Cruz just nine days before the caucuses, 
Trump said it would be a “big risk” to nominate 
the senator from Texas since he was born in 
Canada. Trump even mused about filing a 
and Michigan and from countries around the 
world, including Kenya, Zambia, Swaziland, 
South Africa, Mozambique, Nigeria, Honduras, 
Canada, Germany, China, Uganda and Thailand.
Information about the Global Agriculture 
Summit 2016 is available at http://agrisummit.
org/ and by contacting Dick Joerger, the 
Dordt College GAS 2016 Coordinator at dick.
joerger@dordt.edu. 
lawsuit over Cruz’s eligibility to be commander 
in chief.
But Trump did not give his other rivals a pass. 
He called much of the political establishment 
weak, pathetic, and low energy. He mocked 
Jeb Bush for using his mother, former first lady 
Barbara Bush, in a commercial and suggested 
the former Florida governor’s campaign money 
would be better spent as donations to the 
Wounded Warrior Project.
Sometimes referring to himself in the third 
person, Trump had plenty to say about himself 
as well: praising a recent cover story in Time 
magazine, boasting about how a candidate 
forum that went on in New Hampshire without 
him had low attendance, and touting his polls 
numbers: “I like polls. I love them because I’m 
No. 1 in all of them.”
Trump did not hit many policy specifics 
during his remarks. He mentioned creating 
jobs and raising taxes on imported goods, and 
outlined what eminent domain was, but he gave 
few details to back up his claims.
“Why talk about the polls and press?” Dordt 
senior Juanpi Benítez asked afterward. “Policy 
is what Trump should be focused on.”
Lines for today’s event formed well before its 
scheduled 11 a.m. start and stretched through 
the center of campus despite temperatures near 
zero. Some students reportedly lined up as early 
as 3 a.m.
Protestors also staked out a spot on campus, 
including senior Jeremy Vreeken who said 
he was bothered by America’s worship of 
celebrities: “I’m really into symbolism, and 
knowing that a symbol like Trump is going 
to be idolized in our auditorium—a place that 
symbolized the worship of Christ—really 
creeps me out.”
Editor’s Note: A version of this story was first 





Aaron Ladzinski – Staff Writer
Shortly after Donald Trump spoke on our 
campus, we received an open letter from 
President Hoekstra which addressed the 
matter of his appearance and the subsequent 
reaction to his speech. It also served as a sort 
of follow-up on the previous open letter sent to 
campus which addressed concerns about Dordt 
politically affiliating itself.
I have heard a lot of chatter regarding this 
second letter, so I figured I would take a further 
look at its content.
In his letter, Hoekstra states, “Each time 
a candidate comes to campus, I have a 
certain sense of ‘cringe’ for what it says to 
our students—political speeches are always 
full of broad-brush promises about what the 
candidate will do.” I couldn’t agree more. When 
politicians make promises to their crowd, they 
tend to spill lie after lie out of their mouths. 
But with such a massive Republican club 
and a growing Democrat club on campus, the 
effect that presidential candidate appearances 
have on students considering a political science 
degree is appropriate and beneficial. By inviting 
candidates to Dordt College, the school helps 
students who want to go into the field learn from 
the achievements – and mistakes – of some of 
the most powerful people in the world.
In what could be considered the best part of 
Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer
This February includes one of the most 
important days of your college years; a day that 
only happens once every four years. No, I’m 
not talking about leap year.
I shouldn’t have to explain the importance 
of caucusing or try to convince you to take 45 
minutes out of your night to participate in this 
rare and crucial event. However, a recent poll 
conducted by the Dordt College Republicans 
showed that 35% of those polled were either not 
planning on caucusing, or were unsure. And if 
my intuition serves me well, those polled were 
likely more politically engaged than the average 
student. 
If you are willing to stand in line for hours on 
a frigid morning just to hear a megalomaniac 
celebrity talk about himself for an hour, you 
have no excuse not to be a part of deciding who 
this nation’s next president will be.
Once you’ve realized the significance of your 
say in the democratic process, it might be wise 
to know a little about the candidates running 
and why you should—and shouldn’t—vote for 
them.
The most important thing to remember while 
caucusing is that poll numbers are not reason 
to vote for a particular candidate. People will 
try to pressure you into voting for a certain 
candidate with reasons like “He is our only 
real chance at beating so and so!” The truth 
is, a unified vote is important during general 
elections because a division within a party can 
allow the opposing party to win, but this is not 
the case during primary elections. Winner does 
not take all in a state’s primary election like 
they do in a general, and it is not necessarily 
over for the second, third, and even fourth place 
candidates. You should be voting for who you 
think represents you best within the party.
If your mentality is that your vote would be 
wasted if you voted for someone who isn’t near 
the top of the polls, you’re wrong. First of all, 
the polls have been wrong about Iowa since 
2004. Not once in the past three election cycles 
have the polls predicted the winner of Iowa, 
or been anywhere close to gauging the actual 
percentage of support each candidate receives. 
The only accurate poll is the one tallied Feb. 1. 
Another thing to remember is that these 
polls never mention the most influential block 
of voters, those who are undecided. Pending 
voters have the numbers to completely invert 
what the polls are predicting—and as shown 
during past elections, they do. So what’s the 
purpose of polls? They control who you think 
is winning and provide the media with material 
to stir up drama. The resemblance between 
the rose ceremony on The Bachelor and the 
decision of who made the debate stage should 
raise hairs on your back.
The next thing to remember when voting—
electability. Candidates all talk about their 
Jonathan Janssen – Staff Writer
One of the most powerful critiques that I 
have ever heard prescribed to artist, producer, 
and designer Kanye West was also one of the 
simplest: West is the king complainer of first-
world problems. Earning this title from many 
infamous interviews in and around 2013, his 
lack of eloquence and poor speech structure 
made a majority of observers write him off.
Being a lifelong fan of West’s music, I initially 
strained to stick up for my hero. I remember 
many arguments where I would step back and 
evaluate my level of concern for the reputation 
a man who didn’t know or care to know me on 
any level. After a time, I quit arguing altogether: 
people were entitled to their opinions and I was 
entitled to mine.
But after a few years, and on the eve of West’s 
new release Swish in February, I thought it 
would be appropriate to take a look back at 
a few thought-provoking quotes from his 
interviews. After all, while the value of the 
West’s actions can be debated, his impact on 
the national conversation concerning music and 
fashion is undeniable.
Two quotes in particular warrant further 
investigation, beginning with the more 
controversial of the two.
“I am Warhol. I am the number one most 
impactful artist of our generation. I am 
Shakespeare in the flesh. Walt Disney. Nike. 
Google. Now who’s gonna be the Medici family 
and stand up and let me create more?”
In his infamous interview on the radio 
program Sway in the Morning, West makes 
several bold claims before posing the mother of 
all “rich people problem” questions. But in the 
upheaval surrounding his prideful claims, an 
interesting idea – one which West should have 
probed deeper – is surfaced.
Invoking the Medici family, a group of 
famous, obscenely-rich patrons of the arts in 
Taking a look at Hoekstra’s 
open letter
Why you have every reason 
to caucus
In defense of Kanye West
his letter, Hoekstra adds, “To fulfill our mission 
(equipping students, alumni, and the broader 
community to work effectively for Christ-
centered renewal), this seems the best path with 
regard to political candidates.” This is a good 
reminder that whether we agree or disagree with 
any of the candidates coming to campus, we do 
it with Christ in our hearts and mind, not casting 
judgment on any of them but approaching their 
arrival with openness.
Presidential candidate Trump said some 
inflammatory things at Dordt on Saturday. 
Obviously leading the list was his appeal to the 
loyalty of his supporters, referencing shooting 
someone on 5th street. As ill-stated as this 
quote was, I was impressed with Hoekstra’s 
willingness to engage with it, stating, “Our 
students can handle such comments and they 
are wise enough to discern what Christ-like 
leadership looks like.” 
I am a political science major and a democrat, 
and I could not have been happier that we were 
able to have so many candidates on campus. I 
think rather than the president writing us a letter, 
it is we who should be writing him a thank you 
letter. Thank you for allowing us to experience 
a once in a lifetime event and have the ability 
to say that we saw and met so many people 
that challenged us and pushed our thoughts and 
beliefs to a higher level. 
14th to mid-18th century Italy, West questions 
modern thought concerning sponsorship 
of artists. Medici-sponsored art remains 
significant to this day. With a current day 
equivalency – private patronage – perhaps the 
controversy over the National Endowment for 
the Arts perceived selective sponsorship would 
be rendered obsolete.
The other quote comes from a four-part 
interview with BBC Radio DJ Zane Lowe in 
which Kanye refers to the last words spoken to 
him by his late mentor Louise Wilson.
“[Wilson] was asking me about my daughter, 
asking me about my wife. And she said so many 
students, they don’t give it their all. And the 
problem is soon as they do anything halfway 
good, when they’re 2 years old, 3 years old, 
their parents clap. She just looked at me, she 
said ‘Kanye, don’t clap.’”
These are powerfully anti-culture words in a 
society of ubiquitous participation awards, no 
winners or losers in competitions, and parents 
who are more friends than actual parents. 
However, Wilson, a professor at London’s 
Central St. Martins Design School who would 
likely have seen scores of success and failure 
stories in her time, probably has authority on 
the competitive world.
So if West is unable to clearly convey his 
various messages, why should one go to the 
trouble of finding and deciphering the proverbial 
“diamonds in the rough”? West himself may 
have the answer:  
“People are going to look at this interview and 
say, ‘I don’t like Kanye. Look, he looks mad. I 
don’t like his teeth.’ They’re gonna say, ‘Why 
doesn’t he just focus on music? I liked him as 
music.’ But one thing they will do? They will 
play this interview in five years. They will play 
this interview in 10 years, and say, ‘He called 
that, he called that, he called that. He said that 
was gonna happen, he said that was gonna 
change.’”
electability, but I suspect even some of them 
don’t even know what it means to be electable. 
It’s a very complex hodgepodge of variables 
that, when it comes time for the general election, 
all boil down to who is going to pull in the most 
votes and get the W. While it’s nearly impossible 
to accurately weigh and compare the candidates 
on all these criteria to determine the most 
electable, it is easier to point out who may be 
failing in one area or exceeding in another. For 
example, Jeb Bush’s vulnerability to Trump’s 
attacks moved him from being a top contender 
for the nomination, to almost a nobody here in 
Iowa. On the other end, Rand Paul’s platform 
which addresses criminal justice reform and 
the war on drugs has attracted many young and 
minority voters from across the aisle.   
It seems as though nothing is more important to 
northwest Iowan than homegrown conservative 
values. Unfortunately, it also seems that 
politicians and commentators have redefined 
what it means to be “conservative.” Today, 
many people think that to be conservative you 
must be a hawk and promise preferred status to 
Christianity. 
Instead of accepting what the big spenders 
in Washington tell us, let’s define it ourselves. 
True conservatism, the kind that swept the 
nation during the years of Reagan, valued fiscal 
conservatism, a strong national defense that was 
only used as a last resort, and religious liberty 
that extended to people of all religions—not 
just Christians. So when Marco Rubio says 
that we must surrender another trillion dollars 
(that we don’t have) to military spending, call 
him a hawk, but don’t call him conservative. 
When Ted Cruz calls for the carpet-bombing 
of Syria, call him a hawk, but don’t call him 
conservative. When Donald Trump promises to 
bring Christianity to power and ban Muslims…
Did you know that the US Federal 
Government is nearly $20 trillion in debt? 
That’s approximately $160k per taxpayer! Keep 
that in mind if you decide to do some research 
on candidate’s plans for tax reform and budget 
proposals.
So, who do I support? I stand with Rand Paul. 
He is intelligent, but humble. However, unlike 
the other doctor in the race, he has experience in 
politics as a senator since 2010. Accompanying 
that experience is a consistent record with 
vote attendance above 96%. He believes in the 
entire Bill of Rights. He embodies the fight 
against government overreach in crucial areas 
like industry regulation, interest rates, eminent 
domain, healthcare, NSA spying, and foreign 
conflict. Rand is also committed to protecting 
the sanctity of life, recently introducing 
legislation that would give unborn children 
constitutional rights. Rand Paul is who we need 
to get government out of the way, so that we can 
enjoy living in liberty with freedom, privacy, 
and justice.
See you Monday night!
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Eric Rowe – Staff Writer
One group of students would love to increase 
the number of mauls and scrums on campus. At 
the beginning of this semester, the Dordt Rugby 
club is increasing its technical prowess and 
knowledge of the game before competing in this 
Spring semester. On Jan. 18, five students from 
the group traveled to South Dakota University 
to participate in a rugby clinic that covered 
technical skill and practice techniques.  Clinic 
attendees were mostly college level students 
from the schools that Dordt will be competing 
against in the upcoming Rugby season. 
 “I expected it to be more physically 
demanding with drills and conditioning,” the 
Rugby club president, freshman Michel Gomes, 
said. “I was pleasantly surprised.”
The clinic featured the coaching skills of Nick 
Leah, former player and coach of the Australian 
professional rugby team, the Brumbies. 
“Think of the Brumbies like they’re the Green 
Bay Packers or New England Patriots,” said 
Darrin Barner, the organizer of the event. “They 
have been very good for a very long time.”
Junior Nathan Ryder represented Dordt at the 
clinic and was prepared for a physical evening. 
He, too, found that Leah had a different structure 
in mind with a series of demonstrations and 
walkthroughs. 
“The clinic covered core skills and finer 
strategy,” Ryder said. “[Leah] was more worried 
about a summary of important things like safe 
tackling and proper passing.”
Although Gomes had rugby experience prior 
to Dordt, he still found the professional tips—
such as using your wrist to flick the ball instead 
of a full arm throw—to be insightful. 
The Dordt Rugby club has now partnered with 
Northwestern College to form a full team, and 
will play together to compete in the upcoming 
Aaron Ladzinski – Staff Writer
Football fans have their final two. Only two 
teams remain in the aftermath of the craziness 
of the NFL postseason. As always, multiple 
heartbreaks were dished out to many teams 
and many fans, even those from the variety 
of fan bases across Dordt’s campus—from the 
far-left Viking fans to the almost-a-comeback 
Seahawks. 
One team to survive the epic comebacks 
and crazy wins so far has been the Broncos. 
This team was told that Peyton Manning was 
“washed up,” but no one denies now that he’s 
the one who led the team to the win for yet 
another major game—bringing the Broncos into 
this year’s Super Bowl.  
On the other side of the field will be young 
gun Cam Newton, the MVP this year. Many 
wrote him off in the beginning, but he led the 
Panthers to glory with a 16-1 season. Fans are 
hoping to make that score go 17-1 after the 
Super Bowl. 
After watching the Packers claw their 
way through the game in a faceoff with the 
Cardinals, cheese heads are shocked to find that 
a Hail Mary doesn’t always make it in the end. 
When the Packers lost to the Cardinals in the 
first possession of overtime, sophomore Adam 
Daane says, “It truly hurt, to come so close and 
have it taken away.” 
Another major team represented on Dordt’s 
campus is the Seahawks, who were down 31 
to 0 going into the second half of their game 
and came back to make the game closer than
Continued on page 8
Alli Young – Staff Writer
On Saturday, Jan. 16, just five days after 
students returned to campus from Christmas 
break, the Dordt track & field team demonstrated 
its readiness for the upcoming season in the 
Dordt Open indoor meet. 
Head Coach Craig Heynen was “pleasantly 
surprised” by the team’s performance. “Half 
the team didn’t get here until Tuesday [Jan. 12]. 
Coming off of Christmas break, to perform as 
well as we did, I was very pleased,” Heynen 
said. 
Sophomore Xavier Caffee won the 55 
meter dash with an adjusted 60 meter time of 
7.0 seconds—not only earning his ticket to 
nationals, but also placing himself at the top of 
the Great Plains Athletic Conference standings 
in the 60 m dash. Caffee also won the men’s 200 
meter dash in 22.36 seconds, meeting the NAIA 
B standard, which means he can potentially 
qualify for nationals. 
Junior Sam Wensink had a great day, setting 
the current NAIA national record for the fastest 
1,000 meter run at 2:31 and meeting the A 
Standard (automatic qualification) for nationals. 
Wensink also placed second in the 600 meter 
run with a time of 1:23. 
Dordt men took the one-two sweep in high 
jump, with Jacob Moats winning in 2.04 meters 
(6’ 8.25”) and Matt Bolt jumping 1.86 meters (6’ 
1.25”). Moats’ jump qualified him automatically 
for nationals, as well as establishing the highest 
jump in the conference thus far. 
Sophomore Dani Wubben earned an automatic 
ticket to indoor nationals with a win in the long 
jump, beating the “A” standard of 5.48 meters 
with an indoor personal best of 5.5 meters (18-
0.5 feet). 
“That was my goal this year: at some point 
in the season to qualify for nationals,” Wubben 
said. “I was very excited. I did not expect it to 
be the first meet.” Wubben’s jump bumped her 
up to number three on Dordt’s all-time record 
Christian Zylstra – Staff Writer
The past few months have seen much change 
in the Dordt College football program, but, 
after the hiring of Joel Penner as Dordt College 
football head coach, stability seems within 
reach. 
Dordt College Athletic Director Glenn Bouma 
announced the hiring of Penner on Dec. 15, 
2015. Penner is the third head coach in Dordt 
football program history. 
“Through the interview process, we were 
impressed by Joel’s football knowledge and 
his ability to build up the programs he has 
been a part of,” Bouma said. “He has exhibited 
fine character and is committed to continuing 
to build a Christ-centered program at Dordt 
College…”
While this is Coach Penner’s first collegiate 
head coaching position, he has 16 years of 
collegiate coaching experience with most of 
those years serving as an offensive coordinator. 
Penner spent the past four seasons at Malone 
University (Ohio). Previous schools throughout 
Penner’s coaching tenure include Pacific 
Lutheran (Washington), Greenville (Illinois), 
Trinity International (Illinois) and Northwestern 
College (Iowa).
“Joel is an extremely intelligent and 
detail-oriented football coach,” said Malone 
University Athletic Director Charlie Grimes. 
“He is more than prepared to be a great head 
coach…”
At Malone, Penner helped transition the 
university from NAIA to NCAA Division II 
status. During his first two seasons, the Pioneer 
football program nearly doubled in points per 
game and yards per game.
“Not only is Joel a great coach and recruiter, 
he is a great friend,” said Pioneer head coach 
Eric Hehman. “He and his family will certainly 
be missed, but I am very excited for this 
opportunity for him to be a head coach. I know 
he will make a difference on and off the field.”
Rugby club tackles new clinic NFL Playoffs 
draw students’ 
attention
Four qualify for nationals in track 
season opener
Dordt football: stability nearby 
with Penner as head coach
rugby season. The combined team will be called 
the Fighting Tulips. 
Usually, a rugby team showcases 15 players. 
But in the spring, rugby teams play sevens—a 
faster and shorter version of the game with only 
seven players on a team. 
Ryder, a member of the Dordt Sevens rugby 
team, was invited to the team by Michel Gomes 
and club vice president, sophomore Ariel 
Gomes, when he lived with the two over the 
summer at Dordt.  
 “My dad is Australian,” Ryder said. “So I was 
very aware of rugby and I was intrigued.” 
Ryder sees the rugby club as a casual sport and 
pointed out that most of the members on the team 
were not college athletes. Because the Dordt 
players will be competing against established 
teams, Ryder expects the environment to be 
tough to succeed in. 
“It’s like intermurals, but a step above,” 
Ryder said. “It’s a team atmosphere, without 
pressure from scholarship and performance 
expectations.”
The club participated in weekly practices for 
most of last semester, but they have only played 
touch rugby so far while the team leaders 
figure out how the details, such as how health 
insurance would work for the club. 
“But now that we have things figured out,” 
Gomes said. “We are going to rough it up a bit.”
“There’s a risk in the game, but it’s not much 
bigger than other sports,” Gomes said. “We 
have techniques to tackle, fall down, and build 
a solid body.” 
Ryder was impressed with the emphasis on 
safety that he observed at the clinic.
“The coach said that the highest principle of 
rugby is to play safe,” Ryder said. “It gives 
[rugby] a different atmosphere than soccer, 
which I did in high school.” 
The Fighting Tulips’ men’s rugby team will be 
playing in local college level tournaments in the 
spring, starting on Feb. 27. The team hopes to 
host its own tournament on April 2. 
The local college league also organizes 
women’s rugby and Dordt is interested in 
recruiting any women as well as men who 
would like to play. 
Anyone interested in learning more about 
playing and supporting rugby at Dordt can 
contact Gomes at mchlgms@dordt.edu. 
Dordt rugby captain Michel Gomes and 
Northwestern captain Cosmin Colţa pose came 
together for dual rugby clinic.
list. “My goal is to break the school record, so 
hopefully I’ll get that.” 
Senior Kayla Byl reached the NAIA B 
Standard with her easy win in the 3,000 meter 
run. Her time of 10:29 was a new personal best 
and established the second-best 3K time in the 
conference.
Other highlights of the Dordt Indoor included 
Justine Van Zee, Nicole Slater, and Kelsey 
Lewis placing two-three-four in the women’s 
1,000 meter run.  Junior Steve Kelly placed a 
close second in the mile. His time of 4:34 put 
him at the fifth-best mile in the conference. 
Freshman Sarah Van Wyke opened her 
collegiate track career with flying colors. 
Van Wyke finished runner-up in the mile 
with a time of 5:30 after a close battle with 
seasoned distance runner Tiffany Shepherd of 
Morningside College. 
Dordt traveled to Lincoln for its second indoor 
meet, hosted by Nebraska Wesleyan, on Friday, 
January 22. Nebraska Wesleyan will also host 
Indoor Conference on February 19-20. 
“The main thing that I’d like to see is that 
the team really learns how to work together to 
support each other, to be the best that we can 
be,” Heynen said in regards to his goals for this 
season. 
Junior Sam Wensink looks to overtake an 
opponent on Dordt’s indoor track.
Coach Joel Penner
Penner first heard about Dordt’s open head 
coaching position on a popular football gossip 
website, footballscoop.com. What first drew 
him in to the position was quite simple.
“It was once I got here,” Penner said. “I had 
this idea in my mind that football here wasn’t 
going to be that strong. Then I came and met 
people here, and my perception changed very 
quickly.”
Three things changed Penner’s perception: 
institutional leadership that was supportive and 
visionary, a campus with a lot going on and the 
health of the institution.
“Coaches are salesman, but if you’re selling 
something you love, you don’t feel like you’re 
selling. It just feels like you’re representing,” 
Penner said.
Representing a college is easy for a coach 
when the right pieces are in place. For Penner, 
those ingredients for success are all present at 
Dordt.
“The first ingredient is you have to be able to 
recruit and attract the right sort of people for 
this level,” Penner said. “The second piece 
that’s critical is staffing, and the third piece is 
the support of the institution.”
Continued on page 8
first run-in with the competition this year when 
one of his friends suggested that he try. “I’d told 
myself I was going to say ‘yes’ to a lot more 
things this semester and see where it took me,” 
Kostelyk said.
Overall, Kostelyk found the experience to be 
both fun and challenging. “It’s not something 
you can just crank out the night before like 
homework,” he said. “It was crazy to write it 
and see it unravel in filming just the next day.”
Each year of the competition has new prompts 
and new challenges. “This year, it was the 
prop-finding,” Lillo said. “How, in 48 hours, 
are we supposed to get our hands on vintage 
film equipment?” Last year’s problems, on the 
other hand, revolved around weather. “We did 
a lot of filming out in the cold in the middle of 
a farm,” she said. “We had to take heat breaks 
in the garage.”
Whether you are a film major or not, the Prairie 
Grass Film Challenge is a unique learning 
experience. “Anybody who wants to can have 
a chance,” Lillo said. “It’s not a challenge you 
usually get to do.”
The first stages of the judging process have 
already begun. On February 19, the judges will 
announce the winners at an awards ceremony. 
Students, faculty and others will be able to 
attend to see the results of the 47 teams’ hard 
work and creativity and celebrate 10 years of 
competition.
· Arts & Entertainment ·
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Jaden Vander Berg – Staff Writer
Michael Bay’s newest action movie, “13 
Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi” 
recounts what happened in the 2012 attacks 
on the CIA Annex in Libya. The story is told 
through the eyes of the six ex-military men who 
served as security contractors for the base. 
Bay proceeds to tell us the story of what really 
happened four years ago—what our government 
never told the people of the United States. He 
starts off explaining how the fall of Gaddafi 
turned Benghazi into one of the most dangerous 
cities on the planet. When every other country 
pulled out their presence in the country, the US 
kept their covert operations base in the city.
Right from the start of the film, the viewer 
can get a sense of the level of action that will 
be laced throughout. Jack Da Silva, Tyrone 
S. “Rone” Woods, John Krasinski and James 
Badge Dale, respectively, get stopped by a 
militia group with guns blazing. The tension 
on the streets of Benghazi is palpable and it 
becomes obvious Americans are not welcome.  
There is a constant power struggle throughout 
the movie between Dale’s character Rone, 
the leader of security, and David Constabile’s 
portrayal of the Chief of the CIA Annex. This 
battle comes to a climax when an American 
Ambassador is in trouble and the Annex is 
attacked by a radical Islamic militants.
While Bay is often seen as an over exuberant 
director (Transformer Series, Armageddon and 
The Purge), he goes in a different direction with 
“13 Hours.” There is a sense of maturity that 
has seemed to be lacking in past works. There 
is the perfect balance of emotion, action, and 
spine tingling drama to keep the patron both 
invested and entertained. 
The film has had more than its fair share of 
controversy.
The real life ‘Chief,’ Bob as he is called in the 
movie, has come out recently and said that there 
was never a ‘stand-down order’. However, 
Kris Paronto, one of the six men who fought to 
protect the Annex, stated in an interview with 
Politico, “There is no sensationalism in that: We 
Janelle Cammenga – Staff Writer
A week and a half ago, certain students pushed 
themselves, added stress to their already busy 
lives and, in many cases, went without sleep – 
all in the name of a film competition. For 10 
years, the Prairie Grass Film Challenge has 
been a hit among Dordt students and beyond.
This year, 47 teams from across the nation and 
Canada entered in one of three categories: high 
school, college and post-college. The judges 
will choose a winner from each category and an 
overall best of show.
After a decade’s worth of film-making 
challenges, Prairie Grass Film Festival 
continues to be very popular. “It’s the get up 
and go aspect,” said senior Jessica Lillo, who is 
participating in her third year of Prairie Grass. 
“There’s not a lot of thinking involved; it’s just 
a jump, which is sometimes more fun!” Because 
of the short production time, this “get up and 
go” attitude sets the tone for the challenge.
The premise is simple: each team has 48 hours 
to script, film, edit and submit a five to eight 
minute film. Depending on their category, the 
team must include one specific prop and line. A 
team can only have eight people involved in the 
producing process, but can have as many actors 
as they need.
This challenge is not just for experienced 
filmmakers. Freshman Joel Kostelyk had his 
Ellen Dengah – Staff Writer
In a display of friendship across collegiate 
boundaries, Northwestern College hosted 
a reception for Dordt’s Faculty artwork on 
Monday, Jan. 18 in their TePaske Gallery in 
Orange City. Returning the gesture, Dordt will 
also hold a reception for Northwestern’s Faculty 
artwork on Monday, Jan. 25. 
Emily Stokes, an assistant professor of art 
at Northwestern, opened the reception at 
Northwestern explaining how the exhibitions 
showed what both colleges’ faculty had created 
outside of their teaching-related activities. 
Dordt’s art faculty, Matt Drissel, Sara Alsum-
Wassenaar, and David Versluis, picked their 
most recent and highlighted artworks including 
paintings, sculptures, and ceramics among 
others.
Drissel’s food painting was the first to be 
presented. This series of painting was painted 
13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of 
Benghazi review
Prairie Grass Film Challenge: 10 
years of work and creativity
using food products instead of oil paint, which 
gave a clear visual cue into how the chemicals 
we eat daily could replace color paintings on 
canvas. Drissel then talked more about how 
natural food products, such as the corn that 
he sees everywhere in Iowa, could transform 
so drastically until it’s untraceable unless one 
reads the ingredient label. 
Drissel also discussed the physicality of his 
painting and its reminiscence of Pollock’s 
abstract paintings which used industrial paint 
instead of conventional color paint. Drissel’s 
painting would be considered abstract as 
Pollock’s, but one of Drissel’s abstract food 
paintings, “Missouri Puzzle,” came out of his 
fascination of logos and branding and had a 
quilt structure distinct from his other paintings. 
Alsum-Wassenaar’s artwork is also related 
to her experience in Iowa and reflects on how 
the natural environment has changed over time. 
One of her three-dimensional pieces presented 
was her buffalo shoes which was a part of 
last semester’s community event “Arts in The 
Prairie” and was made with Brittany Ryks’ and 
Crissy Chahyadinata’s help as their work study 
project. 
Alsum-Wassenaar further explained how 
the ecosystem in the Midwestern prairie has 
changed since buffalos are no longer an integral 
part of it. 
“Now we have to mow because there’s no 
buffalo to mow the prairie,” Alsum-Wassenaar 
said. 
In the interactive art piece, people wore the 
buffalo shoes and “mowed” the prairie, much 
the same as the original animals.
Versluis’ works in the art show were the most 
diverse. Displaying posters, digital montages, 
sculpture, and prints, Versluis showcased his 
years of craft and involvement in both Dordt’s 
campus art and surrounding communities. 
Over the years, he has helped to create most of 
campus’ art, including the science building’s 
large ceramic mural, and he has taught all of 
the graphic design classes. At the reception 
Versluis mentioned that graphic design is a way 
of “looking at things formally.” 
His digital montage that is now showing at 
the University of South Dakota was used as 
a demonstration to a photo class workshop of 
how a collage was made. An artist often will 
go back and forth on his or her art, but Versluis 
maintains that passion is the moment when one 
does not stop until he or she is satisfied. 
The reception was well attended, although 
Northwestern’s students outnumbered Dordt’s 
by far. Despite the low number of Dordt’s 
attendees, discussions were still lively among 
Dordt faculty and students well after the 
reception ended.
were told to ‘stand down.’ Those words were 
used verbatim — 100 percent. ... If the truth of 
it affects someone’s political career? Well, I’m 
sorry. It happens.”
Some reporters say this will be the nail in 
Hillary Clinton’s political coffin. Even though 
the movie fails to mention her by name, any 
person who has turned on the news in the past 
year or knows anything about the connection 
between Clinton and Benghazi knows she is 
more or less responsible for what happened that 
day, and, worse, she continues to lie about it to 
the country and victims’ families.
This movie is not a political film. It is not 
meant to sway you into thinking one way or the 
other. It is merely to honor the fallen heroes of a 
tragedy too few know about. Never before have 
I felt so emotionally drained, infuriated and yet 
at peace for the fact that their story was being 
told and they were getting the recognition they 
so desperately deserved.
Dordt and Northwestern trade art in dual faculty presentations
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Dordt football: stability nearby 
with Penner as head coach (cont.)
Continued from page 6
When an institution is in a healthy state, these 
three ingredients come naturally for a football 
program. Some of that institutional health is 
evident on the field and in the stadium, but 
when and who is hired in certain positions can 
be an even stronger indicator.
Soon after Penner’s hiring as head coach, 
Aaron Mingo was hired to be the new offensive 
coordinator at Dordt. Similar to Penner, 
Mingo’s offense at Bluefield College (Virginia) 
nearly doubled its output in points per game and 
yards per game.
“A coach’s ability to succeed is so affected by 
the quality of his staff,” Penner said. “My goal 
as a head coach was to be a head coach. What 
I think, in a perfect world, a head coach gets to 
do is turn those play-calling duties over. That is 
100 percent my intention.”
Mingo and Penner have collaborated over the 
years on ideas and offensive schemes.
“That’s why I hired who I hired,” Penner said. 
“More than anybody I knew, I trust him to call 
the offense.”
It will be a different offensive scheme for 
Dordt in 2016. The triple option will essentially 
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ushered in.
“From a fan’s perspective, imagine the 
offense that was run here before in the shotgun 
with 15-20 more throws a game,” Penner said. 
“Option principles are in place. I love what’s 
here foundationally in terms of the offense.”
There is one major coaching position still 
open on Penner’s staff: defensive coordinator. 
Every coaching hire is as important as the rest 
for Dordt to continue its building process. The 
direction must persist forward.
“My responsibility here is to move this 
football program forward,” Penner said. “We 
have to compete better. We have to compete at a 
level where we can simply be more competitive 
[in games].”
As spring ball nears and the 2016 season inches 
closer, a culture shift will take place. Under 
Penner, the football program will continue its 
process of growth and improvement. 
“Coach Penner brings leadership and 
guidance to this team,” said Xavier Caffee, 
Dordt football’s first-ever 1st team all-GPAC 
recipient. “He wants to push the team so that 
we may become stronger and better on and off 
the field.”
Soon, this program will be a winner in every 
facet of the gridiron.
NFL Playoffs draw students’ 
attention (cont.)
Continued from page 6
it should have been. Of the Seahawks’ loss, junior Brandon Fokkema says, “Yes, we’re 
disappointed that we didn’t make it to the Super Bowl, but we’re content on making it to the 
last 5 playoffs and 2 Super Bowls and one championship.”
 Even though some student favorites weren’t even given the chance to defend in the 
playoffs, the big game still takes campus by storm every year—especially in the North and 
East dorms. According to sophomore Ben Bajema, “The NFL playoffs are always a special 
time here at Dordt. Having so many students from all over the country representing tons of 
different teams really creates a fun and unique environment.”
 Even a part of Dordt’s female population enjoys watching the big game. According to 
sophomore Marina Meyers, “I don’t like anyone in the Super Bowl, but I will still watch. 
I’m going to root for the Broncos ‘cause that’s the only team I care about.”
 Whether a sports fan or not, one must concede that the NFL playoffs will affect a large 
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